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Let E be a real normed linear space and let A: E ‹ 2 E be a bounded
uniformly continuous f-strongly accretive multi-valued map with nonempty closed
values such that the inclusion 0 g Ax has a solution x* g E. It is proved that both
the Ishikawa and the Mann iteration processes are bounded and converge strongly
to x*. Related results deal with the convergence of the iteration processes to fixed
points of f-strongly pseudocontractive maps and the iterative solution of the
equation 0 g x q Fx for an accretive map F. Furthermore, the Ishikawa and Mann
iteration methods with errors are discussed and proofs are sketched on how our
theorems extend to these methods. Our method of proof is of independent interest.
Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let E be an arbitrary real normed linear space and let J: E “ 2 E*
denote the normalized duality mapping defined by
² : 5 5 2 5 5 2Jx [ f g E* : x , f s x s f 4
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² :where E* denotes the dual space of E and ? , ? denotes the generalized
duality pairing. It is well known that if E* is strictly convex then J is
single-valued. In the following, we shall denote the single-valued normal-
ized duality mapping by j.
Ž . Ž .An operator T with domain D T and range R T in E is called a
Ž . Ž .strong pseudo-contraction if for all x, y g D T , there exist j x y y g
Ž .J x y y and t ) 1 such that
y1 5 5 2² :Tx y Ty , j x y y F t x y y . 1Ž . Ž .
The class of strong pseudo-contractions has been studied extensively by
Ž wvarious authors see, for example, 1, 3]18, 20, 24]31, 33, 35, 36, 38]42,
x.47]50 . Interest in such mappings stems mainly from their firm connec-
tion with the important class of nonlinear strongly accreti¤e operators, where
Ž .an operator U with domain D U is called strongly accretive if for each
Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y g D U there exist j x y y g J x y y and a constant k ) 0 such
that
5 5 2² :Ux y Uy , j x y y G k x y y . 2Ž . Ž .
Ž .If k s 0 in inequality 2 , then U is called accreti¤e. Furthermore, if
w . w . Ž .there exists a strictly increasing function f : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ , f 0 s 0 such
Ž .that for each x, y g D U the inequality
5 5 5 5² :Ux y Uy , j x y y G f x y y x y yŽ . Ž .
is satisfied, then U is called f-strongly accreti¤e. It is well known that many
physically significant problems can be modelled in terms of an initial value
problem of the form
dx
s yAx , x 0 s x , 3Ž . Ž .0dt
where A is an accretive-type operator in an appropriate Banach space.
Ž .From Eq. 3 , it is clear that if the solution of the equation is independent
of t, then Au s 0 and the solutions of this equation correspond to the
Ž .equilibrium points of the system 3 . Consequently, considerable research
efforts have been devoted, especially within the past 10 years or so, to
developing constructive techniques for the determination of the kernels of
Ž waccretive operators in Banach spaces see, for example, 1]20, 22]31,
x.33]49 .
If I denotes the identity operator on E, then it follows from inequalities
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 and 2 that T is strongly pseudo-contractive if and only if I y T is
strongly accretive. Thus the mapping theory for strongly accretive opera-
tors is very closely related to the fixed point theory of strongly pseudocon-
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w xtractive maps. Several authors have applied the Mann iteration method 34
w xandror the Ishikawa iteration method 31 to approximate fixed points of
strong pseudocontractions with nonempty fixed point sets and to approxi-
mate solutions of Ax s 0 when A is strongly accretive, accretive, or
Ž w x. w xf-strongly accretive see, for example, 3]20, 22]31, 33]36, 38]49 . In 4 ,
Chidume proved that if K is a nonempty closed convex and off bounded
subset of L , p G 2, and T : K “ K is a Lipschitz strong pseudocontrac-p
tion, then the Mann sequence converges strongly to the unique fixed point
of T. This theorem has been extended to more general Banach spaces
Ž w x. w xsee, for example 3, 5]20, 22]30, 33]42, 44]49 . Schu 41 , using a result
from the theory of ordinary differential equations, extended the theorem
to real smooth Banach spaces and to uniformly continuous maps. Follow-
w xing the method of Schu, Chidume 8 extended the theorem to the
w xIshikawa iteration method. Recently, Chidume and Osilike 20 proved the
result in arbitrary real Banach spaces and for uniformly continuous maps.
It is our purpose in this paper to consider the much more general classes
of f-strongly accreti¤e uniformly continuous multi-valued maps off. A, and
f-strongly pseudocontracti¤e uniformly continuous multi-valued maps T.
Ž .Assuming that f g Ax has a solution for a given f g E and that F T [
 4x : x g Tx / B, we shall prove that both the Mann and the Ishikawa
sequences converge, in arbitrary normed linear spaces, to the unique
solution of f g Ax for a given f g E and to the unique fixed point of T.
Furthermore, we prove that our theorems extend to the so-called Mann
and Ishikawa iteration processes with errors. Our theorems will extend and
unify most of the results that have been proved for these important classes
of nonlinear operators. Furthermore, our method is of independent
interest.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We begin with the following definitions, remark, and lemma.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. A set-¤alued mapping A with domain D A in a
Ž .normed linear space E is said to be accreti¤e if, for every x, y g D A ,
Ž . Ž .there exists j x y y g J x y y such that
² :h y n , j x y y G 0, ;h g Ax , n g Ay.Ž .
Ž .  4A is said to be strongly quasi-accreti¤e if N A [ u g E : 0 g Au / B
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and for each x g D A and y g N A there exist j x y y g J x y y and
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a constant k ) 0 such that
5 5 2² :h , j x y y G k x y y , ;h g Ax.Ž .
Ž .A is said to be f-strongly quasi-accreti¤e if N A / B and for every
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x g D A and y g N A there exist j x y y g J x y y and a strictly
w . w . Ž .increasing function f : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ , f 0 s 0, such that
5 5 5 5² :h , j x y y G f x y y x y y , ;h g Ax.Ž . Ž .
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. A set-¤alued mapping T with domain D T in a
normed linear space E is said to be strongly pseudo-contracti¤e if, for each
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y g D T , there exist j x y y g J x y y and a constant k g 0, 1 such
that
5 5 2² :h y n , j x y y F k x y y , ;h g Tx , n g Ty.Ž .
The map T is called f-strongly pseudo-contracti¤e if, for each x, y g
Ž . Ž . Ž .D T , there exist j x y y g J x y y and a strictly increasing function f :
w . w . Ž .0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ , f 0 s 0 such that
5 5 2 5 5 5 5² :h y n , j x y y F x y y y f x y y x y y , ;h g Tx , n g Ty.Ž . Ž .
Furthermore, T is called f-hemicontracti¤e if the fixed point set
Ž .  4 Ž .F T [ x g E : x g Tx of T is nonempty, and for each x g D T and
Ž . Ž . Ž .x* g F T there exist j x y x* g J x y x* and a strictly increasing func-
w . w . Ž .tion f : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ , f 0 s 0, such that
5 5 2 5 5 5 5² :h , j x y x* F x y x* y f x y x* x y x* , ;h g Tx .Ž . Ž .
Ž .DEFINITION 2.3. Let E be a real normed linear space and let CB E be
the family of all nonempty closed bounded subsets of E. A set-valued
Ž .mapping A: E “ CB E is said to be uniformly continuous if, for every
given e ) 0, there exists a d ) 0 such that for any given x, y g E with
5 5 Ž .x y y - d , we have H Ax, Ay - e , where H is the Hausdorff metric on
Ž . Ž .CB E , i.e., for any given D, F g CB E ,
H D , F [ max sup inf d x , y , inf sup d x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5
ygF xgDxgD ygF
In the following, we shall make use of the following remark.
Ž w x. Ž .Remark 2.4 Nadler 37, p. 480 . Let A, B g CB E and let a g A. If
Ž . Ž .l ) 0, then there exists b g B such that d a, b F H A, B q l.
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LEMMA 2.5. Let E be a normed linear space and J be the normalized
duality map on E. Then, for any gi¤en x, y g E, the following inequality
holds:
5 5 2 5 5 2 ² :x q y F x q 2 y , j x q y , ; j x q y g J x q y .Ž . Ž . Ž .
The proof of this lemma is an immediate consequence of the fact that
the normalized duality map is the subdifferential of the convex function
1 2Ž . 5 5 Ž w x.c x s x see, for example, 21, 50 .2
3. MAIN RESULTS
3.1. The Case of Bounded Operators
We first prove the following technical proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E be a real normed linear space and let A: E “ 2 E
be a bounded uniformly continuous f-strongly accreti¤e multi-¤alued map.
Suppose for each x g E, that Ax is nonempty and closed. Assume 0 g Ax has
a solution x* g E. Then there exists a real number g ) 0 such that if the real0
 4  4sequences a , b satisfy the condition 0 F a , b F g , for all n G 0,n n n n 0
 4then starting with an arbitrary x g E the sequence x generated by0 n
y s x y b j , j g Ax , n G 0, 4Ž .n n n n n n
x s x y a b j y a h , h g Ay , n G 0, 5Ž .nq1 n n n n n n n n
is bounded.
5 5 4Proof. Let x g E be arbitrary. Define a [ sup u : u g Ax and0 0 0
set
5 5 5 5 y1M [ sup v : v g Ax ; x y x F 5f a .Ž . 40 0 0
² Ž .: Ž5 5. 5 5Observe that j , j x y x* G f x y x* x y x* , j g Ax «0 0 0 0 0 0
5 5 y1Ž . Ž . Žx y x* F f a . Let l g 0, 1 be fixed and let « [ 1 q0 0
.y1 Ž y1Ž ..l f 2f a ) 0. The uniform continuity of A implies that there0
5 5 Ž .exists a d# ) 0 such that x y y F d# implies H Ax, Ay - « . Choose
any 0 - d F d# and define
1 d fy1 aŽ .0
g [ min 1, , .0 ½ 52 M q 1 2 M q 1Ž .0 0
 4 Ž . Ž .With these notations, generate the sequence x as in 4 and 5 .n
5 5 y1Ž . 5 5 y1Ž .Claim 1. x y x* F 2f a « y y x* F 2f a ;n G 0.n 0 n 0
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5 5Suppose, for contradiction, that for some positive integer n, x y x*n
y1Ž . 5 5 y1Ž . 5 5F 2f a but y y x* ) 2f a . Then j g Ax , x y x F0 n 0 n n n 0
5 5 5 5 y1Ž . 5 5 Ž .x y x* q x y x* F 3f a « j F M . Furthermore, from 4 ,n 0 0 n 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 y1Ž . y1Ž .y y x* F x y x* q b j F 2f a q g M F 3f a so thatn n n n 0 0 0 0
Ay is bounded. So, we have for all integers n G 0,n
5 5 2 5 5 2 ² :y y x* F x y x* y 2b j , j y y x* ,Ž .n n n n n
5 5 2 ² :s x y x* y 2b h , j y y x*Ž .n n n n
² :q 2b h y j , j y y x* ,Ž .n n n n
5 5 2 5 5 5 5F x y x* y 2b f y y x* y y x*Ž .n n n n
5 5 5 5q 2b h y j ? y y x*n n n n
5 5 2F x y x*n
1
y1y 2 1 q l b f 2f aŽ . Ž .Ž .n 01 q l
5 5yH Ay , Ax y y x*Ž .n n n
5 5 2F x y x* ,n
5 5 5 5 Ž .since y y x s b j F g M - d so that H Ay , Ax - « . Thus,n n n n 0 0 n n
5 5 5 5 y1Ž .y y x* F x y x* F 2f a , a contradiction. So, Claim 1 holds.n n 0
5 5 y1Ž .Claim 2. x y x* F 2f a , ;n G 0.n 0
The proof is by induction. For n s 0, the claim clearly holds since
5 5 y1Ž . 5 5 y1Ž .x y x* F f a . Assume now that x y x* F 2f a for some0 0 n 0
5 5 y1Ž .positive integer n. We shall prove that x y x* F 2f a . Observenq1 0
5 5 y1Ž . 5 5 Ž .first that x y x* F 2f a « j F M . Furthermore, from 4 andn 0 n 0
Ž . 5 5 5 5 5 5 y1Ž . 5 55 , y y x* F x y x* q b j F 3f a so that h F M andn n n n 0 n 0
5 5 5 5 5 5Ay is bounded. Moreover, x y x* F x y x* q a b j qn nq1 n n n n
5 5 y1Ž .a h F 4f a and so Ax is bounded. By Remark 2.4, given anyn n 0 nq1
j g Ax , h g Ay , there exist j U g Ax , j UU g Ax such thatn n n n nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
5 U 5j y j F 1 q l H Ax , Ax ,Ž . Ž .n nq1 n nq1
5 UU 5h y j F 1 q l H Ay , Ax .Ž . Ž .n nq1 n nq1
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So,
² : ² U : ² U :j , j x y x* s j , j x y x* y j y j , j x y x*Ž . Ž . Ž .n nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 n nq1
5 5 5 5G f x y x* x y x*Ž .nq1 nq1
5 U 5 5 5y j y j ? x y x*nq1 n nq1
5 5G f x y x* y 1 q l H Ax , AxŽ . Ž .Ž .nq1 nq1 n
5 5= x y x*nq1
Similarly,
² :h , j x y x*Ž .n nq1
5 5G f x y x* y 1 q l H Ax , AyŽ . Ž .Ž .nq1 nq1 n
5 5= x y x*nq1
5 5 y1Ž .Suppose now, for contradiction, that x y x* ) 2f a . By Claim 1,nq1 0
5 5 y1Ž . 5 5 y1Ž .since x y x* F 2f a , we have that y y x* F 2f a andn 0 n 0
5 5 5 5j g Ax , h g Ay « j F M , h F M . Furthermore, following then n n n n 0 n 0
method of proof of Claim 1 and using the estimates above, we obtain the
estimates
5 5 2 5 5 2 ² :x y x* F x y x* y 2a b j , j x y x*Ž .nq1 n n n n nq1
² :y 2a h , j x y x*Ž .n n nq1
5 5 2F x y x*n
1
y1y 2 1 q l a b f 2f aŽ . Ž .Ž .n n 0½ 1 q l
yH Ax , AxŽ .nq1 n 5
1
y1 5 5q f 2f a y H Ax , Ay x y x*Ž . Ž .Ž 0 nq1 n nq11 q lŽ .
5 5 2F x y x* ,n
5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž . 5since x y x F a b j q a h F a 1 q b M - d and xnq1 n n n n n n n n 0 nq1
5 Ž . 5 5 5 5 Ž .y y F 1 y a b j q a h F a q b M - d so thatn n n n n n n n 0
Ž . Ž . 5 5H Ax , Ax - « , and H Ax , Ay - « so that x y x* Fnq1 n nq1 n nq1
5 5 y1Ž . 5 5 y1Ž .x y x* F 2f a , a contradiction. Hence, x y x* F 2f an 0 nq1 0
 4for all integers n G 0, completing the induction process, and hence x isn
Ž  4.bounded and so is y . This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.n
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We now prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a real normed linear space and let A: E “ 2 E be
a bounded uniformly continuous f-strongly accreti¤e multi-¤alued map. Sup-
pose for each x g E that Ax is nonempty and closed. Assume 0 g Ax has a
solution x* g E. Then, there exists a real number g ) 0 such that if the real0
 4  4 w xsequences a , b ; 0, g satisfy the conditionsn n 0
Ž .i lim a s 0 s lim b ;n n
Ž .ii Ýa s ‘,n
 4 Ž . Ž .then for arbitrary x g E the sequence x defined by 4 and 5 con¤erges0 n
strongly to x*.
Proof. Using the notations of Proposition 3.1, it follows from the
5 5 y1Ž . 5 5 y1Ž .proposition that x y x* F 2f a , y y x* F 2f a for all inte-n 0 n 0
gers n G 0. Moreover, as in the proposition, one easily obtains the follow-
ing inequality:
5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5x y x* F x y x* y 2a f x y x* x y x*Ž .nq1 n n nq1 nq1
q 2 1 q l a b H Ax , Ax q H Ax , Ay . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nq1 n nq1 n
Set
s [ 2 1 q l b H Ax , Ax q H Ax , Ay .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nq1 n nq1 n
Then,
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 5 5x y x* F x y x* y 2a f x y x* x y x* q a s .Ž .nq1 n n nq1 nq1 n n
6Ž .
Observe that by the uniform continuity of A, s “ 0 as n “ ‘.n
5 5Claim 3. lim inf x y x* s 0.n
5 5Suppose not. Let lim inf x y x* s d ) 0. Then, there exists an inte-n
ger N ) 0 such that1
d d
5 5 5 5f x y x* x y x* G f ;n G N .Ž .nq1 nq1 1ž /2 2
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Since s “ 0 as n “ ‘, there exists an integer N ) 0 such that s Fn 2 n
d dŽ .  4f , ;n G N . Hence, for all integers n G N [ max N , N , inequality2 1 22 2
Ž .6 implies that
d d2 25 5 5 5x y x* F x y x* y a f .nq1 n n ž /2 2
5 5This, in turn, implies that lim x y x* exists. Furthermore, for all integers
n G N,
d d 25 5f a F x y x* - ‘,Ý n Nž /2 2
Ž .which contradicts the condition ii . Hence Claim 3 holds.
Given any e ) 0, by Claim 3, there exists a positive integer j such that0
5 5x y x* - e ; j G j n G nŽ .n 0 j jj 0
Furthermore, there exists an integer N ) 0 such that3
s F ef e , b F 1 ;n G N .Ž .n n 3
 4As lim n s ‘, there exists j# such that N G max n , N and such thatj j# j 30
for all n G N ,j#
5 5x y x* - e , s F ef e , b - 1. 7Ž . Ž .n n nj#
5 5Claim 4. x y x* - e for all integers p G 1.n qpj#
The proof of this claim is by induction. For p s 1, suppose
5 5x y x* G e .n q1j#
Ž . Ž .Then, inequalities 6 and 7 imply, for all integers n G N ,j#
e 2 - e 2 y 2a ef e q a ef e F e 2 ,Ž . Ž .n nj# j#
a contradiction. So, Claim 4 holds for p s 1. Assume now that for some
5 5 5 5integer p ) 0, x y x* - e . We prove x y x* - e . Again,0 n qp n qp q1j# 0 j# 0
assuming the contrary, as above, leads to a contradiction. Hence, Claim 4
holds, so that x “ x* as n “ ‘. This completes the proof.n
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose E is an arbitrary real normed linear space and
K is a nonempty closed con¤ex subset of E. Suppose T : K ‹ 2 K is a bounded
uniformly continuous f-strongly pseudocontracti¤e multi-¤alued map. Sup-
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pose for each x g K, Tx is nonempty and closed. Assume that x g Tx has a
Ž .unique solution x* g E. Then, there exists a real number g g 0, 1 such that0
 4  4if a and b are real sequences satisfying the conditions:n n
Ž .i 0 F a , b F g for all n G 0;n n 0
Ž .ii lim a s lim b s 0;n n
Ž .iii Ýa s ‘,n
 4then starting with an arbitrary x g K, the sequence x generated by0 n
y s x y b j , j g I y T x , 8Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
x s x y a b j y a h , h g I y T y , n G 0 9Ž . Ž .nq1 n n n n n n n n
con¤erges strongly to x*, the unique fixed point of T.
Ž .Proof. Define A [ I y T and observe that x* g Tx* if and only if
 4  40 g Ax*. Moreover, since K is convex, the sequences x and y are welln n
defined. Furthermore, A is a bounded uniformly continuous, f-strongly
accretive multi-valued map. Corollary 3.1 now follows from Theorem 3.2.
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose E is an arbitrary real normed linear space and
F: E “ 2 E is a bounded uniformly continuous accreti¤e multi-¤alued map.
Suppose for each x g E that Fx is nonempty and closed and that 0 g x q Fx
has a unique solution x* g E. Then there exists a real number g ) 0 such0
 4  4 Ž . Ž .that if the real sequences a and b satisfy the conditions i to iii ofn n
 4Corollary 3.1, starting with an arbitrary x g E the sequence x generated by0 n
y s x y b j , j g Fx 10Ž .n n n n n n
x s x y a b j y a h , h g Fy , n G 0, 11Ž .nq1 n n n n n n n n
con¤erges strongly to x*, the unique solution of 0 g Fx q x.
Ž .Proof. Define A [ I q F . Observe that 0 g Ax* if and only if 0 g
x* q Fx*. Moreover, A is a bounded uniformly continuous f-strongly
Ž Ž . Ž ..accretive multi-valued map with f t s lt for any l g 0, 1 . Corollary
3.2 now follows from Theorem 3.2.
3.2. The Case of Operators with Bounded Range
We begin with the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose E is an arbitrary real normed linear space and K is
a nonempty closed con¤ex and bounded subset of E. Suppose T : K “ 2 K is a
uniformly continuous f-strongly pseudocontracti¤e multi-¤alued map. Sup-
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pose for each x g K that Tx is nonempty and closed. Assume x g Tx has a
 4  4solution x* g K. Let a and b be real sequences satisfying the followingn n
conditions:
Ž .i 0 - a , b - 1 for all integers n G 0;n n
Ž .ii lim a s lim b s 0;n n
Ž .iii Ýa s ‘.n
 4 Ž .Then, starting with an arbitrary x g K, the sequence x generated by 80 n
Ž .and 9 con¤erges strongly to x*, the unique fixed point of T.
Ž .Proof. Define A [ I y T . Then, A is a uniformly continuous, f-
strongly accretive multi-valued map, and x* g Tx* if and only if 0 g Ax*.
 4  4The convexity of K implies that the sequences x and y are welln n
defined. The boundedness of K implies that they are bounded. Let
5 5lim inf x y x* s d G 0.n
Claim 5. d s 0.
Suppose not. Then, there exists an integer N ) 0 such that for all1
integers n G N ,1
d d
5 5 5 5f x y x* x y x* G f . 12Ž .Ž .nq1 nq1 ž /2 2
Moreover, one easily obtains the following estimates: For j g Ax , h gn n n
Ay ,n
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 5 5x y x* F x y x* y 2a f x y x* x y x*Ž .nq1 n n nq1 nq1
5 5 5 5y 2a b f x y x* x y x*Ž .n n nq1 nq1
5 5 5 5q 2a j y h ? x y x*n nq1 n nq1
5 5 5 5q 2a b j y j ? x y x*n n nq1 n nq1
5 5 2 5 5 5 5F x y x* y 2a f x y x* x y x*Ž .n n nq1 nq1
q a s , 13Ž .n n
U Ž5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.where s [ 2 j y h ? x y x* q b j y j ? x y x*n nq1 n nq1 n nq1 n nq1
Ž .“ 0 as n “ ‘ using the uniform continuity of A , since j , h , x aren n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .bounded. As before, using 12 , 13 , and the condition iii , one obtains
that d s 0 and that the sequence x converges strongly to x*, completingn
the proof of Theorem 3.5.
THEOREM 3.6. Let E be a real normed linear space and let A: E “ 2 E be
a multi-¤alued uniformly continuous f-strongly accreti¤e mapping with
Ž .nonempty closed ¤alues and such that the range of I y A is bounded.
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 4  4 Ž .Assume that 0 g Ax has a solution x* g E. Let a , b : 0, 1 be realn n
sequences satisfying the following conditions:
Ž .i lim a s lim b s 0;n n
Ž .ii Ýa s ‘.n
 4 Ž .Then, starting from an arbitrary x g E, the sequence x defined by 4 and0 n
Ž .5 con¤erges strongly to the unique solution x* of 0 g Ax.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Observe that 4 and 5 can be written as
y s 1 y b x q b m ; m s x y j ; j g Ax ;n G 0;Ž .n n n n n n n n n n
14Ž .
x s 1 y a x q a n ; n s y y h ; h g Ay ;n G 0.Ž .nq1 n n n n n n n n n
15Ž .
Let
5 5 5 5 5 5M [ sup m y x* q n y x* q x y x* 40 n n 0
nG0
Ž . Ž .and observe that 0 F M - ‘ since the range R I y A of I y A is0
bounded. An induction argument shows that
5 5x y x* F M , ;n G 0.n 0
 4Thus, the sequence x is bounded. The rest of the proof follows preciselyn
as in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
3.3. Iteration Methods with Errors
w xIn 1995, Liu 33 introduced what he called the Ishikawa and Mann
iteration processes with errors as follows:
Ž .a for K a nonempty subset of a normed space E and T : K ‹ E,
 4the sequence x defined by x g K,n 0
y s 1 y b x q b Tx q u ; n G 0, 16Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
x s 1 y a x q a Ty q ¤ ; n G 0, 17Ž . Ž .nq1 n n n n n
 4  4 w .where a , b ; 0, 1 are real sequences satisfying appropriate condi-n n
5 5 5 5tions and Ý u - ‘, Ý ¤ - ‘, is called the Ishikawa iteration processn n
with errors.
Ž . Ž .b With the notations and definitions in a above, if b ’ 0 thenn
 4the sequence x defined by x g K,n 0
x s 1 y a x q a Tx q u , n G 0, 18Ž . Ž .nq1 n n n n n
is called the Mann iteration process with errors.
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w x w xIn 47 , Xu objected to the definitions given by Liu 33 on the grounds
5 5 5 5that the conditions Ý u - ‘ and Ý ¤ - ‘ are not compatible with then n
Žrandomness of the occurrence of errors since they imply, in particular,
.that the error terms tend to 0 as n “ ‘ . He then introduced the following
alternative definitions:
w xA Let K be a nonempty convex subset of E and T : K ‹ K. For
 4any given x g K, the sequence x defined by0 n
y s aX x q bX Tx q cX u , n G 0, 19Ž .n n n n n n n
x s a x q b Ty q c ¤ , n G 0, 20Ž .nq1 n n n n n n
 4  4  4where u , ¤ are bounded sequences in K and the real sequences a ,n n n
 4  4  X 4  X 4  X 4 w xb , c , a , b , c ; 0, 1 satisfy the condition a q b q c s 1 sn n n n n n n n
aX q bX q cX , ;n G 0, is called the Ishikawa iteration process with errors.n n n
w x w x X XB With the same notations and definitions as in A , if b ’ 0 ’ cn n
 4then the sequence x now defined by x g K andn 0
x s a x q b Tx q c u , n G 0, 21Ž .nq1 n n n n n n
is called the Mann iteration process with errors.
w x w xIn studying the sequences defined in A and B above, Chidume
Ž w xintroduced the following transformations see also Chidume et al. 13 and
w x.Chidume and Moore 14 : Set
a [ b q c ; b [ bX q cX . 22Ž .n n n n n n
Ž . Ž .With these transformations, the recurrence relations 19 and 20 reduce
to the relations
y s 1 y b x q b Tx q U 23Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
x s 1 y a x q a Ty q V , 24Ž . Ž .nq1 n n n n n
where
U [ cX u y Tx and V [ c ¤ y Ty . 25Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n n n
From these relations we make the following observations:
1. If the operator T has bounded range and one imposes the condition
X Ž w x. Ž .that Ýc - ‘, Ýc - ‘ as in 47 , then U , V , as defined in 25 , wouldn n n n
5 5 5 5satisfy the conditions Ý U - ‘, Ý V - ‘. In this case, there is no lossn n
Ž . Ž .of generality in studying the recursion processes 16 ] 18 instead of the
Ž . Ž .slightly more cumbersome 19 ] 21 .
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2. Suppose now that the range of T is not necessarily bounded but
5 5 2that T is a bounded map. If one imposes the conditions U F k b ,n 1 n
5 5 2 2 2V F k a for some positive constants k , k , where Ýa - ‘, Ýb -n 2 n 1 2 n n
‘, then using the techniques of Proposition 3.1 it can be proved that the
 4 Ž  4.sequence x and consequently y is bounded. Observe that if onen n
chooses cX s b 2, c s a 2, bX s b y b 2, b s a y a 2 then the condi-n n n n n n n n n n
X 5 5 5 5tions Ýc - ‘, Ýc - ‘ now yield that Ý U - ‘, Ý V - ‘. Observen n n n
 4  4further that once the sequences x and y are bounded, then then n
Ž . Ž . Ž .choices above transform the relations 19 and 20 to ones similar to 23
Ž .and 24 , in which case there is again no loss of generality in studying the
w x w xprocess introduced by Liu 33 instead of the one introduced by Xu 47 .
3. The conditions a q b q c ’ 1 ’ aX q bX q cX imposed in then n n n n n
Ž . Ž .recursion process defined by 19 ] 21 ensure the well-definedness of the
 4sequence x generated by the process since the domain of the definitionn
of the operator is convex. This is not the case for the recursion process
Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by 16 ] 18 . However, since the transformations 22 reduce the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .recursion process 19 ] 21 to one similar to the process 16 ] 18 , there is
again no loss of generality in assuming the well-definedness of the se-
 4 w x Ž . Ž .quence x in the definition of Liu 33 and studying the process 16 ] 18n
Ž . Ž .instead of 19 ] 21 provided, of course, that the operator T has bounded
range or is bounded.
For the rest of this subsection, we indicate how our theorems carry over
to iteration processes with errors
3.3.1. The Case of Operators with Bounded Range.
THEOREM 3.7. Let K be a nonempty closed con¤ex and bounded subset of
a real normed linear space E and let T : K ‹ 2 K be a uniformly continuous
multi-¤alued f-strongly pseudocontracti¤e map with nonempty closed ¤alues.
 4  4Assume that the equation x g Tx has a solution x* g K. Let U , V ; Kn n
 4  4 w .and let a , b ; 0, 1 be sequences satisfying the following conditions:n n
Ž .i lim a s 0 s lim b ;n n
n“‘ n“‘
Ž .ii Ý a s ‘n
Ž . 5 5 5 5iii Ý U - ‘ and Ý V - ‘.n n
 4Assume that the sequence x defined, for arbitrary x g K, byn 0
y s x y b j q U , j g I y T x , n G 0, 26Ž . Ž .n n n n n n n
x s x y a b j y a h q V , h g I y T y , n G 0, 27Ž . Ž .nq1 n n n n n n n n n
 4remains in K. Then x con¤erges strongly to the unique fixed point x* of T.n
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 4 5 5Proof. Clearly, x is bounded. Let 2 x y x* F d and s [n nq1 n
Ž5 5 5 5.d j y h q b j y j for some constant d ) 0. Observe that sn n n nq1 n n
“ 0 as n “ ‘. Moreover,
5 5 2 5 5 2x y x* F x y x*nq1 n
5 5 5 5 5 5y 2a f x y x* x y x* q a s q d VŽ .n nq1 nq1 n n n
5 5Let lim inf x y x* s d G 0.n
Claim 6. d s 0.
Ž .Following the method of proof of Claim 5 and using condition iii ,
Claim 6 follows. The rest of the argument follows as in the proof of
Theorem 3.5.
THEOREM 3.8. Let E be a normed linear space and let A: E ‹ 2 E be a
multi-¤alued uniformly continuous f-strongly accreti¤e operator with nonempty
Ž .closed ¤alues such that the range of I y A is bounded. Assume 0 g Ax has
 4  4a solution x* g E. Let U , V , bounded sequences in E, and the realn n
 4  4 w .  4sequences a , b ; 0, 1 be as in Theorem 3.7. Then, the sequence xn n n
generated from an arbitrary x g E by0
y s 1 y b x q b m q U , 28Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
x s 1 y a x q a n q V , 29Ž . Ž .nq1 n n n n n
where m [ x y j , n [ y y h , con¤erges strongly to the solution x* ofn n n n n n
the inclusion 0 g Ax.
Proof. Let
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5M [ 2 sup m y x* q n y x* q U y x* q V y x* 40 n n n n
nG0
5 5q x y x* .0
Ž . Ž . 5 5An induction argument using 28 and 29 shows that x y x* F M ,n 0
;n G 0. The rest now follows as in Theorem 3.7.
3.3.2. The Case of Bounded Operators.
THEOREM 3.9. Let A: E ‹ 2 E be a bounded uniformly continuous
multi-¤alued f-strongly accreti¤e mapping with nonempty closed ¤alues. As-
 4  4sume 0 g Ax has a solution x* g E. Let a , b be real sequencesn n
satisfying the following conditions:
Ž .i lim a s 0 s lim b ;n n
n“‘ n“‘
Ž .ii Ý a s ‘;nG 0 n
Ž . 2 2iii Ý a - ‘ and Ý b - ‘.nG 0 n nG 0 n
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 4  4 5 5 2 5 5 2Let U , V be sequences in E such that U F k b and V F k a ,n n n 1 n n 2 n
 4for some positi¤e constants k , k . Let the sequence x be generated from an1 2 n
arbitrary x g E by0
y s x y b j q U ; j g Ax , n G 0 30Ž .n n n n n n n
x s x y a b j y a h q V , h g Ay , n G 0. 31Ž .nq1 n n n n n n n n n
 4  4 w xThen, there exists a real number g ) 0 such that if a , b ; 0, g , the0 n n 0
 4sequence x con¤erges strongly to the solution x* of the inclusion 0 g Ax.n
5 5 4 5 5Proof. Let a [ sup v : v g Ax and set M [ sup v : v g Ax;0 0 0
5 5 y1Ž .4 Ž . y1Ž .x y x F 5f a . Let l g 0, 1 be fixed and let d s 2f a , d s0 0 0 1
3d f dŽ .y1Ž .3f a s , « [ ) 0. By the uniform continuity of A, there0 2 6 1 q lŽ .
5 5 Ž .exists d# ) 0 such that x y y F d# « H Ax, Ay F « . Choose any
0 - d F d# and define
1 d f dŽ .
g [ min 1, , .0 ½ 52 k q k q 2 M 6 k q kŽ .1 2 0 1 2
 4 Ž .With these notations and definitions, generate the sequence x as in 30n
Ž .and 31 . Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we obtain that
5 5 5 5  4  4x y x* F d, y y x* F d, ;n G 0, and hence that x and y aren n n n
bounded. If we now set
s [ 2 1 q l b H Ax , Ax q H Ax , Ay q k a , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nq1 n nq1 n 2 n
then we have that
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 5 5x y x* F x y x* y 2a f x y x* x y x* q a sŽ .nq1 n n nq1 nq1 n n
Ž .which is precisely 6 . The rest of the argument now follows as in the proof
of Theorem 3.2.
Ž .Remark 3.1. 1 If we set b ’ 0 in the theorems above, we obtainn
Žthe strong convergence of the Mann iteration process and also with
.errors to x*.
Ž .2 Our theorems extend to the slightly more general classes of
f-strongly quasi-accretive, f-strongly hemicontractive, and quasi-accretive
maps. The computations and methods are virtually the same and are
omitted.
Ž .3 Our theorems extend and unify most of the results that have
been proved for these important classes of nonlinear mappings. In particu-
lar, our theorems extend several results that have appeared, either to more
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Ž w xgeneral spaces or to larger classes of operators see, e.g., Chang 3 ,
w x w x w xChidume 4]11 , Chidume and Moore 14 , Chidume and Osilike 16]20 ,
w x w x w xDeng 22, 23 , Deng and Ding 24, 25 , Ding 26, 27 , Haiyun and Yuting
w x w x w x w x w x29, 30 , Haiyun 28 , Liu 33 , Moore 35 , Morales and Chidume 36 ,
w x w x w x w x w xOsilike 38]40 , Schu 41, 42 , Tan and Xu 45 , H. K. Xu 46 , Y. Xu 47 ,
w x.and Xu and Roach 48, 49 .
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